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A BETTER WAY
Managing subcontractors’ applications for payment has traditionally
been a heavily manual process, usually involving spreadsheets, paper,
ad-hoc processes and significant human effort. This happens each and
every month.
Managing this process efficiently and seamlessly is paramount to the
success of any construction project.

connects your

entire project by managing the complete application, assessment
and payment process through cloud collaboration between your
commercial team and subcontractors.
Both main contractor and subcontractor benefit from
significant time savings and process efficiencies,
reduction in errors, increased compliance and
auditability and increased transparency.

LET THEM BUILD
Time is money, and it’s precious. We get it. It’s why we’ve created so many features that streamline, simplify,
integrate and automate construction payment management processes.
Payapps takes the hassle out of applications, payment notices and compliance. You and your project team
can spend your time doing what you do best.

YOUR INDUSTRY - OUR APP

TO SERVE AND PROTECT

We know construction. Payapps was created

Payapps reduces risk in real time. With assessment

specifically for it. We understand the obstacles that

deadline reminders, visibility of variations and a

come with collaborating across the supply chain

full audit trail, Payapps has you covered. The risk

and know the legislation and required compliance

of disruption to projects and the supply chain is

specific to your industry. We are proud of the

minimised by our collaborative and easy to use

functionality Payapps has on the ground, and how

solution – ensuring Construction Act compliance

it works for our many thousands of users.

across all projects.
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FEATURES AT YOUR FINGERTIPS
Here are a few of the standout features of Payapps, accessible anywhere at any time, from any PC, tablet or phone.

STREAMLINED
WORKFLOWS AND
AUTOMATION
Payapps provides a central
platform to automate and
manage applications for
payment and payment notices,
saving time, reducing errors and
double handling. Supply chain
collaboration and cash flow are
improved.

FINAL ACCOUNT
STATEMENT
Automate and digitise final account
statement, eliminating time and
ensuring compliance.

COMPLIANCE
Handle compliance document
storage, audit trail and alerts
in one place. Payapps ensures
Construction Act compliance by
managing key dates and deadlines.

MOBILE
Manage applications for payment
on Payapps anywhere, anytime and
from any device.

SEAMLESS ACCOUNTING
SYSTEM INTEGRATION
Automate seamless transfer of
critical financial data between
Payapps and your ERP solution.
Drive efficiency by eliminating
redundant data entry and errors.

SUPPLY CHAIN
COLLABORATION
Enable true supply chain
collaboration and standardisation
of AFPs.

INNOVATION - IMPLEMENTATION - YOU
Payapps is the UK’s leading solution for construction payment management. Onboarding is quick and easy. Both
main contractor and subcontractors gain ongoing access to our expert team who train and then support you.
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GET IN TOUCH
Discuss how Payapps can streamline your subcontractor application for payment process with one of our
friendly and helpful experts today. Call 1300 252 463 or email info@payapps.com.

payapps.com
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